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Flexible grid wavelength division multiplexing is a powerful
tool in lightwave communications to maximize spectral effi-
ciency. In the emerging field of quantum networking, the need
for effective resource provisioning is particularly acute, given
the generally lower power levels, higher sensitivity to loss,
and inapplicability of optical detection and retransmission.
In this letter, we leverage flex grid technology to demonstrate
reconfigurable distribution of quantum entanglement in a
four-user tabletop network. By adaptively partitioning band-
width with a single wavelength-selective switch, we successfully
equalize two-party coincidence rates that initially differ by over
two orders of magnitude. Our scalable approach introduces
loss that is fixed with the number of users, offering a practical
path for the establishment and management of quality-of-
service guarantees in large quantum networks. © 2021 Optical

Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing
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Quantum technology offers the promise of dramatic compu-
tational speed up [1] and security [2] beyond the capabilities of
classical resources. Within this overall landscape, the development
of quantum networks is critical to interconnect quantum resources
for applications such as blind quantum computing, quantum sen-
sors, and distributed quantum computation [3]. While the specific
design of such networks remains an active area of research, to the
greatest extent possible any solution should integrate seamlessly
into the existing fiber optic infrastructure, while also leveraging
advanced techniques in modern lightwave communications.

To this end, an efficient quantum networking approach gaining
traction in recent years is based on entanglement distribution by a
central provider [4–10]. In this paradigm, broadband polarization-
entangled photons are carved into a series of spectral slices, which
are then distributed to different users in the network. Since
these photons are also entangled in the time-frequency degree of
freedom, nonclassical polarization correlations are shared only
between users who receive energy-matched channels. Recently,
Wengerowsky et al. [9] demonstrated a fully and simultaneously
connected quantum key distribution network by multiplexing

multiple spectral slices to each user such that polarization entan-
glement exists between every possible two-party link. This elegant
demonstration relies only on passive components, namely, a hier-
archical tree of dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
filters. However, extending to significantly larger networks is a
challenge, as the number of filters scales quadratically with the
number of users N: a total of 2N2

− 3N DWDMs are needed
for full connectivity [9]. Follow-up work [11] made use of 50:50
beam splitters to reduce the number of DWDMs in this architec-
ture by having two users share each spectral slice. However, this
comes at the expense of higher noise due to the intrinsic loss of 3 dB
splitting.

In this letter, we propose and demonstrate what we believe is
a significantly improved approach to entanglement distribution.
In lieu of passive optical elements, we use a wavelength-selective
switch (WSS) to apportion the biphoton bandwidth between users
on a network. This approach provides a clear advantage in terms of
network scalability as the loss incurred during entanglement dis-
tribution is independent of the number of users. Furthermore, the
bandwidth allocation can be reconfigured dynamically with simple
electronic controls. Consequently, the central provider can enable
not only a fully and simultaneously connected network, but any
arbitrary subgraph. Finally, the bandwidth of spectral slices routed
to each user can be modified, thus making it possible to boost
or throttle the entanglement rate for a particular two-party link
without modifying the pair source, pump laser, or physical links
on the network. Until there is broader deployment of quantum
networks in general, what criteria or communications priorities
should guide the distribution of entanglement will remain unclear.
Yet our work highlights how the use of reconfigurable bandwidth
provisioning can optimize network performance with regard to a
preferred criterion or outcome.

Our testbed is illustrated in Fig. 1. Time-energy entangled pho-
tons are generated by spontaneous parametric down-conversion
in a 10 mm long, type II periodically poled lithium niobate ridge
waveguide (PPLN, HC Photonics, Hsinchu City, Taiwan).
The PPLN is pumped by a ∼24 mW continuous wave laser
(λ≈ 780 nm) [12], producing biphotons with a full width at
half-maximum of∼2.5 nm (310 GHz). To generate photon pairs
also entangled in polarization, we match the pump wavelength
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Fig. 1. Network testbed for adaptive entanglement distribution. The
inset shows the spread and scaling of channel losses for an alternative
DWDM approach compared to the WSS.

and PPLN temperature to ensure spectrally degenerate down
conversion. Temporal walk-off between horizontally and vertically
polarized components of the biphoton is compensated with a
90◦ splice of polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber with a proper
length [13]. As a result, any two energy-matched spectral slices
(ωsignal +ωidler =ωpump) are polarization-entangled, ideally in the
form |9〉 ∝ |HV 〉 + e iφ

|V H〉. For entanglement distribution,
the output of the PPLN is sent to a WSS (WaveShaper 4000S/X,
Finisar, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), which can multiplex arbitrary
spectral slices across the C- and L-bands to any one of four output
ports. The only limitation on this programmability is the resolu-
tion (∼20 GHz), which sets a lower bound on the bandwidth of
individual slices. Subject to this bound, the WSS imparts equal
losses for all connections up to the number of its output fibers.

On the other hand, the equivalent DWDM network presents
widely varying loss across different channels as the number of
users increases. While one channel need only travel through two
DWDM filters, the worst-case spectral band must undergo, at the
very least, N2

− N reflections followed by one transmission [9].
As an example, Fig. 1 (inset) compares the loss for fully connected
networks assuming a typical 4.5 dB loss for the WSS and 0.25 dB
(0.6 dB) for reflection (transmission) from each DWDM filter.
Below four users, the DWDM approach is more efficient, but this
rapidly changes as the network size increases, with a worst-case
channel loss reaching 60 dB at the 16-user mark. We suspect it
may be possible to design more balanced DWDM configurations
that mitigate this wide loss spread, yet the fundamental quadratic
scaling should still remain.

The users, identified as Alice, Bob, Carol, and Dave in Fig. 1, are
each equipped with a polarization analysis module that includes
a fiber-based polarization controller (FPC), a quarter-wave plate
(QWP), a half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizer, and a single-photon
detector. The FPC compensates for the rotation of the polarization
state that occurs during the transmission between the source and
the QWP. While the manual FPC can map the state of polarization
from the HV basis of the source to the HV basis of the polarization
analysis module, there remains an undetermined phase between
the H and V states. We compensate for this unknown phase by
orienting all QWPs at 45◦, followed by an additional rotation of
HWP settings, for polarization correlation measurements in the
diagonal–antidiagonal (DA) basis [14]. The HWP angle at which
maximum contrast is obtained corresponds to the effective DA
basis; concretely, we set the angle such that the ideal quantum state
is |9−〉 ∝ |HV 〉 − |V H〉. We note that, with additional detectors
for simultaneous HV and DA monitoring [15] or automated
feedback with classical reference pulses [16], it would be possible to
compensate this directly with the FPC and remove the QWP.

Photons exiting the polarizer are routed to single-photon
detectors for coincidence detection. Of the four detectors in our
testbed, two are superconducting nanowire single-photon detec-
tors (SNSPDs) while two are InGaAs avalanche photodiodes
(APDs). The free-running SNSPDs used by Alice and Bob have
quantum efficiencies of∼0.85. The APDs, which are allocated to
Carol and Dave, are gated with a 20 MHz clock (10% duty cycle)
and have quantum efficiencies of ∼0.2 and ∼0.1, respectively,
with afterpulsing and increased dark counts further reducing
performance of the APD links compared to those terminated with
SNSPDs. When the WSS is programmed to operate as a multiport
(1:4) beam splitter for the whole biphoton bandwidth, the average
singles count rates vary greatly among users: 2.6× 105 s−1 (Alice),
3.3× 105 s−1 (Bob), 5.5× 103 s−1 (Carol), and 3.3× 103 s−1

(Dave).
Prior to apportioning the biphoton bandwidth for entan-

glement distribution over the network, we characterize the
entanglement after the WSS using Alice’s and Bob’s polariza-
tion analysis modules. The biphoton spectrum is carved into 24
spectral slices, each of which is 24 GHz wide, and includes a central
stopband, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This channel width is chosen
to match an integer multiple of the effective 4 GHz addressabil-
ity of the WSS (owing to how pixels in the device’s spatial light
modulator are wired together) while still exceeding its ∼20 GHz
spectral resolution. We define a channel as a pair of such energy-
matched spectral slices. Fidelity with respect to the |9−〉 Bell state
is determined by measurements in two sets of mutually unbiased
bases [coincidences in HV and DA bases are shown in Fig. 2(b)].
Despite the tomographic incompleteness of this two-basis pair

Fig. 2. (a) Sinc-squared fit to the normalized singles rate as a function of detuning from the center of the biphoton spectrum. (b) Polarization-correlation
measurements in the rectilinear (HV ) and diagonal (DA) bases, measured between Alice and Bob for all 12 channels. (c) Bell state fidelities computed using
Bayesian quantum state tomography (without accidental subtraction).
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set, our use of Bayesian mean estimation [17] nevertheless enables
us to obtain meaningful state estimates, which due to the high
correlations obtained also contain low uncertainty. Our measure-
ment results using the Bayesian tomography workflow of [18]
are presented in Fig. 2(c). For channels 1–11, which span most of
the biphoton bandwidth, we are able to measure fidelities higher
than 95%, which illustrates both the quality of polarization rota-
tion compensation and the stability of the WSS’s polarization
diversity scheme. While a valuable initial assessment, we note that
this characterization does not guarantee the fidelities of arbitrary
groupings of these channels. Due to a combination of effects such
as crosstalk, multipair emission, and frequency-dependent bire-
fringence, any allocation should be tested in situ for performance
on a given network, an important practical consideration for field
implementation.

The four-user network illustrated in Fig. 1 comprises six pos-
sible two-party connections, called links, each of which is assigned
a unique color in Fig. 3. The down-converted photons pass to
the WSS for wavelength-multiplexed distribution to Alice, Bob,
Charlie, and Dave, and we add suitable electronic offsets to the
outputs of each detector to position the coincidence peaks for all six
links in multiples of 10 ns apart. We use a coincidence window of
1024 ps, which exceeds the jitter of all detector pairs.

We first consider the case of wavelength-multiplexed entangle-
ment distribution based on a fixed 48 GHz grid, corresponding
to a total of six equal-width pairs from the 12 channels defined in
Fig. 2(a). The biphoton bandwidth, counting from the center out,
is allocated to the different links based on alphabetical ordering
[i.e., Alice–Bob (AB), Alice–Carol (AC), Alice–Dave (AD), Bob–
Carol (BC), Bob–Dave (BD), and Carol–Dave (CD)]. Figure 3(a)
shows two-photon events recorded between all six links. Note the
extremely low counts of link CD, due to the fact it combines the
two least efficient channels and, under this distribution scenario,
also receives the pair of 48 GHz spectral slices with the lowest flux.
While far from optimal in terms of balancing two-party coinci-
dence rates, this configuration might alternatively be interpreted
as boosting service for a premium link (AB in this case). Thus,
we see the value of flexible bandwidth allocation in configuring
the network for different needs, such as diverse quality-of-service
targets. Nevertheless, to better balance coincidence rates across all

six links, we next reallocate the biphoton bandwidth on the same
fixed 48 GHz spectral grid. Now, brighter slices are routed to the
less efficient links. Figure 3(b) shows histograms of two-photon
events for all user-to-user connections. While the previous scenario
saw a ratio of∼4200 in the coincidence rates of links AB and CD,
that imbalance is now only∼26.

Moving from fixed-grid distribution to a more flexible pro-
visioning of bandwidth, we finally use the 12 channels defined
in Fig. 2(a), without any limitations on how they are allocated
between the different links. To equalize the coincidence rates across
the network, we provision the spectrum as shown in Fig. 3(c); we
no longer enable a fully connected network because link CD would
not even in the most favorable allocation (sending seven chan-
nels with the highest pair flux) be able to reach coincidence rates
comparable to the other users. Therefore, we program the WSS
to harmonize the coincidence rate among a subgraph of five links
(all links except for CD). From Fig. 3(c) we see that all coincidence
rates are within a factor of 2, a significant improvement over the
fixed-grid cases.

Importantly, for the allocations of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), balancing
coincidence rates relies not only on link bandwidth, but also use of
the full biphoton spectrum [Fig. 2(a)], which is a departure from
previous works that limited consideration to uniform-flux slices
near the center of the spectrum [9,11]. In our full-flex scenario in
particular, interleaving channel allocations (e.g., for links AC/BC
and AD/BD) thereby allows us to equalize the mean flux for links of
comparable detection efficiencies. While high flux across a broader
bandwidth would always be preferred, our results show the value of
flex-grid allocation under the constraints of limited entanglement
resources in a network.

Moving forward, our approach should be readily extend-
able to many more users with only small modifications to the
basic setup. While type-II phase matching allows us to generate
polarization-entangled photon pairs in a single-pass, single-crystal
configuration, alternative sources based on type-0 or type-I non-
linear crystals (co-polarized signal and idler) using Sagnac [4,19] or
Mach–Zehnder [6,20] arrangements would enable the generation
of polarization-entangled photon pairs with essentially uniform
flux across the entire C-band. Coupled with current commercial
WSSs with 20 output ports, 4.8 THz bandwidth, and 6.25 GHz

Fig. 3. (a) Coincidences for each two-party link based on a fixed 48 GHz grid, allocated alphabetically. The inset illustrates how the biphoton bandwidth
is shared between all six links. (b) Coincidences for a fixed 48 GHz grid with channels allocated to best balance rates among all links. (c) Full-flex configura-
tion with 24 GHz wide spectral slices allocated freely between users to harmonize coincidence rates across a subgraph of the network. Link CD (APD–APD)
is unable to be equalized and is dropped.
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resolution [21], a partitioning of 12.5 GHz slices would provide
all N(N − 1) spectral channels necessary for a fully connected
network of N = 20 users. This stands in stark contrast to the
nested DWDM approach [9], for which increasing to 20 users
would require a massive 740 DWDMs. Moreover, while a 20-user
WSS could support full simultaneous connectivity, its ability
to reconfigure bandwidth means it is not required; the service
provider can adjust bandwidth channels on demand to realize
any network subgraph, allocating unused bandwidth to increase
entanglement rates in other channels. Such adaptivity makes the
WSS approach superior in terms of latent resources compared to
passive configurations.

In the present experiment, our quality-of-service metric focused
on the coincidence rate between each pair of users. Although
indicative of network performance, it does not directly reflect
state fidelity, which is crucial to quantum information protocols.
Similarly, the application of our technique to a deployed quantum
network will demand precise clock synchronization between spa-
tially separated nodes, a challenge absent in the present tabletop
experiment. In future work, we are looking to improve on both
limitations, using state tomography to quantify the entangle-
ment of each link in terms of ebits/s and synchronizing nonlocal
time taggers via an additional classical network layer. Finally,
while we use frequency entanglement here to establish bipartite
correlations—with polarization as the information carrier—it is
also possible to leverage the frequency degree of freedom directly
for quantum information processing [22,23]. While typically
considered in a single-polarization context, recent demonstrations
of polarization-diversity phase modulation [24,25] indicate the
potential to exploit both frequency and polarization in parallel
for carrying and processing quantum information for even more
flexible quantum networks.
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